Product Data

BLAMO
Liquid Deodorant
Concentrate

A Breakthrough In
Deodorizing...
For Housekeeping
For Industrial Jobs

BLAMO... Performance in Action.
BROAD SPECTRUM OF USES. BLAMO
can be sprayed into the air, added to water, sprayed
onto fabrics, added to carpet shampoo solution
and applied to hard surfaces. Several application
methods make this a highly versatile product.
PERFORMANCE BENEFIT: Replaces several
deodorizers. Reduces chemical inventory.

For Institutions
For Any Place
Where Odor is
a Problem

HIGHLY CONCENTRATED. One short spray
of concentrated BLAMO can totally eliminate your
worst odor problems. It is so powerful and
concentrated that only one quick spray or a few
drops can deodorize a room in seconds.
PERFORMANCE BENEFIT: Economical.
Saves money.
DRIES WITHOUT LEAVING RESIDUE.
BLAMO evaporates quickly, leaving no harmful
residue on surfaces. There is no wet and messy
fallout to worry about. BLAMO does not stain most
fabrics.
PERFORMANCE BENEFIT: No slippery or
dangerous floors. Keeps work and public
contact areas clean and safe.

...setting performance
standards worldwide...

APPLICATIONS
This product is a liquid deodorant concentrate
designed fora broad spectrum of uses. Because
it is a concentrate, a drop or two will usually
suffice in cases where several ounces were
previously required. BLAMO will eliminate
malodors, leave a refreshing aroma without
leaving any residue.
This concentrate may be used to eliminate
malodors in commodes, washrooms, disposals,
garbage cans, pet beds, air-conditioner filters,
litter boxes, carpets and a multiplicity of other
areas. You will find applications for BLAMO in
nursinghomes,hospitals,warehouses,industrial
plants and laundry rooms.

DIRECTIONS
General Uses: A drop or two in commodes,
wash rooms, disposals, garbage cans, pet beds,
air- conditioning filters and other enclosed areas
eliminates malodors and leaves a refreshing
aroma.
Mop Bucket or Automatic Scrubbers: One
ounce per gallon of scrub water eliminates
undesirable odors.
NOTE: This product is a concentrate, and, when
used as a space spray, it is recommended that
one part of the concentrate be cut with one to five
parts of water.

TECHNICAL DATA
Composition:
Type:
Physical
Appearance:
Color:
Fragrance:
Specific Gravity:
pH (concentrate):
Flash Point:

Alcohols, perfumes
Water-based
Thin liquid
Light yellow
Pleasant
0.923
8.5 - 9.1
83oF
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